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Addendum I
Questions and Answers
MEETING ROOMS RENOVATION
SARA HIGHTOWER LIBRARY
Bid #20-0409

Questions and Answers:
1. Question: Since several sprinkler heads are in the middle of the existing grid and Floyd county wants
to go 2x2, can we replace all the track in lieu of to reposition OR paint grid and replace 2x4 tiles?
Answer: All ceiling grid will be replaced and must be adjusted to miss the existing sprinkler drops.
2. Question: If we install new grid, will the county want new insulation?
Answer: All batt insulation will be removed and replaced with the ceiling.
3. Question: If we leave the grid will county want the existing insulation to remain or remove it?
Answer: see above.
4. Question: Once we remove the sliding door, will the new one be a single with side lights or another
design?
Answer: Replacement glass and frame should be a single center panel with a side light on each side.
5. Question: Will the doors be refinished?
Answer: Doors and door frames will not be part of this project.
6. Question: Will the carpet be installed over tile, demo isn’t clarified?
Answer: Carpet will be installed over the existing file. Floor prep will be necessary where new electrical
is installed under partition wall. It will be cut and a transition will be installed to leave a travel path for
partitions.
7. Question: Will the water fountain remain?
Answer: The water fountain will remain.
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8. Question: Will the county reinstall all signage?
Answer: No, any signage removed by the contractor must be replaced by the contractor.
9. Question: If a sprinkler head must be relocated, should we just carry an allowance per head?
Answer: Any sprinkler heads that needs to be moved should be accounted for in the bid.
10. Question: Any low voltage wiring to fire, phone, routers, etc. that are in ceiling and in ceiling tile,
will the county handle reinstalling?
Answer: Any low voltage devices removed during ceiling replacement will need to be replaced by the
contractor.
11. Question: Are we painting the duct diffusers?
Answer: Existing duct diffusers are to remain and are part of this project. They will need to be
reinstalled by contractor in the new ceiling grid.
12. Question: The existing outlets, switches, etc., do they need to be re trimmed to white?
Answer: Existing outlets, switches and any other wall plates will be removed and replaced with a
coordinated standard color.
13. Question: Will the existing lighting zones will remain as is?
Answer: Existing lighting zones will remain as they are.
If you have additional questions, please let me know.

.
Thanks,
Bill Gilliland
Purchasing Director
Floyd County Board of Commissioners

